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Introduction: Women in the Medieval World 
Cordelia Beattie 
 
Key concepts: feminism (first wave, second wave, third wave), gender, sexuality, 
intersectionality. 
 
The intention of this collection is to introduce new readers to the classic essays on 
medieval women as well as the latest scholarly research. The reader will note that the 
majority of the essays pertain to western Europe and the Christian tradition, reflecting 
the dominance of those areas in the English-language scholarship to date on medieval 
women, but there has been an attempt to provide some material on Byzantium and 
eastern Europe as well as on Jewish and Islamic women in order to enable comparisons. 
The structure is thematic and, as far as possible, there is chronological (from c.500 to 
c.1500) and geographic diversity within each of the areas. The key areas discussed in 
this introduction are similar to, but not exactly the same as, those set out in the volumes 
as one of the intentions here is to illustrate how the debates in different fields overlap 
and influence each other. Essays included in this collection are referenced by bracketed 
numbers within the text. 
The earliest essay included in this collection dates from 1968 (44), although 
there were some important studies conducted in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, around the time of the so-called first-wave of feminism.1 It was in 
the 1970s and 1980s that scholarship on medieval women really took off, in the United 
States and the United Kingdom in particular, following on from the second wave of the 
feminist movement.2 One of the earliest collections of essays was Rosemarie Thee 
Morewedge’s The Role of Woman in the Middle Ages, published in 1975 and based on a 
conference held in 1972 (31 is from this collection), closely followed by one edited by 
Susan Mosher Stuard in 1976 and by Derek Baker in 1978 (43 is from this collection).3 
In 1973 the journal Viator: Medieval and Renaissance Studies, itself only launched in 
1971, published five papers on women and marriage in the Middle Ages (see 20 and 33 
in this collection), arising from a meeting of the Medieval Academy of America in 1972. 
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The first textbook on medieval women was actually written in Hebrew by Shulamith 
Shahar but translated into German and published in 1981 as Die Frau im Mittelalter, and 
in English in 1983 as The Fourth Estate: A History of Women in the Middle Ages (a revised 
edition with a new preface was published in 2003). In the US, feminist medievalists 
started their own journal in 1986, now known as Medieval Feminist Forum, with a 
Society for Medieval Feminist Scholarship following in 1992.4 In the UK, around the 
same time, the Gender and Medieval Studies Group began to organize annual 
interdisciplinary conferences.5  
 By the 1990s, the field was clearly established: in 1993 the Medieval Academy of 
America devoted an issue of Speculum to ‘Studying Medieval Women: Sex, Gender, 
Feminism’.6 As can be seen in a couple of these last examples, though, the field was also 
changing from an emphasis on women as women (or ‘woman’ as some of the earliest 
works were titled) to a consideration of how gender and sexuality were constructed in 
different contexts. In particular, third wave feminism’s emphasis on intersectionality – 
how gender intersects with other categories such as ‘race’, sexuality, age and class – 
sought to end an essentialist view of what it meant to be a ‘woman’ in any society.7 
On that note, it should also be stressed that the above trajectory does not apply 
to the study of all medieval women. Gavin Hambly used the language of ‘becoming 
visible’ for medieval Islamic women as recently as 1999,8 when this phrase had been 
applied to women in European history in 1977.9 As Julia Bray comments, the concept of 
‘medieval’ – the period in between the ancient world and the modern one initiated by 
the Renaissance – is itself a European one.10 However, what of the Muslim women 
within Mediterranean Europe? Although there have been some notable attempts to look 
at women’s interfaith relations (e.g. 28), Monica H. Green introduced the special issue of 
the Journal of Medieval History on this theme in 2008 by commenting that “‘mainstream’ 
medieval feminist studies … have generally used Christian women as the ‘unmarked 
category’. 11  
 
Debating Medieval Women 
 
Key concepts: misogyny; anti-feminism; misogamy. 
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It has been a common trend in research on women that feminist scholars first turn to 
familiar sources and point out the misogynistic ideas embedded in the texts (‘misogyny’ 
literally meaning hatred of women but sometimes used to denote ingrained prejudice 
against women and sometimes rephrased as ‘antifeminism’).12 For medievalists the key 
works usually include the Scriptures, writings of the Church Fathers and ancient Greek 
medical and scientific works, which continued to have an influence throughout the 
period (see 1, 2, 20). During the so-called first wave of feminism, the historian Eileen 
Power set out to demonstrate the inconsistent and contradictory ideas held about 
medieval women, before arguing that they had little direct effect on women’s everyday 
lives.13 This was also a key trend during second-wave feminism, as can be seen in 
Rosemary Radford Ruether’s essay on ‘Misogynism and Virginal Feminism in the 
Fathers of the Church’ (1). 14 Ruether, along with Mary Daly, was crucial in forming the 
women's caucus within the American Academy of Religion, at which she delivered a 
version of this paper.15 Ruether argued that misogynism and high praise of women were 
two sides of patristic doctrine, but also that this dualism was common to all ancient 
religions such as Judaism. For Ruether, this dualism also led to an association between 
man, the soul and rationality and between woman, the body and emotions (see further 
10). Another dualism that we find discussed in the writings of Power and others is the 
good woman/bad woman: Eve versus the Virgin Mary, the courtly lady or the wanton 
wench, the woman in the gutter or on a pedestal. 
The effect of such ideas has been much debated. For some, ‘the discourse of 
misogyny is a discourse by men, for men, of men’, and celibate men at that.16 Alcuin 
Blamires argues that misogyny was in part a game, which allowed the intelligentsia ‘to 
show off their literary paces’, although he also notes that ‘there was too much at stake in 
this particular debate (apportioning of responsibility for the Fall, for one thing, and 
woman’s continuing exclusion from public office for another) for us to dismiss it as 
fundamentally unserious’.17 He identifies four main models of misogynistic writing or 
antifeminism, one of which was anti-matrimonial polemic aimed to dissuade men from 
marriage by listing the disadvantages of wives.18 This model might more strictly be 
described as ‘misogamy’, hatred of or aversion to marriage. The most influential 
example of this, according to Blamires, was ‘Theophrastus on Marriage’, which was 
incorporated into Jerome’s treatise Against Jovinian (c.393). Abelard, in his 
autobiographical The Story of My Misfortunes (c.1132), has his lover Heloise cite this 
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text, amongst others, as justification for why they should not marry because it ‘sets out 
in considerable detail the unbearable annoyances of marriage and its endless 
anxieties’.19 This scene is then repeated in Jean de Meun’s Romance of the Rose 
(c.1275),20 a text which prompted debate in early fifteenth-century France not only for 
its apparent indecency but also, according to Christine de Pizan (1365-c.1430), for its 
denigration of women.21 Although one might question if some of the described scene 
was Abelard’s literary invention given its ‘she said’ format, Heloise confirms that she did 
hold such views on marriage in one of her letters to Abelard.22 Barbara Newman (3) 
argues that there is a strong ‘anti-feminist streak’ in Heloise’s writing, which perhaps 
explains why she did not feature amongst the exemplary women in Christine de Pizan’s 
Book of the City of Ladies (c.1405), sometimes held up as an early feminist text.23 It is 
also worth noting that Newman holds that the late twentieth-century debate about 
whether Heloise’s letters themselves are ‘authentic’ was at times ‘grounded in … 
outright misogyny’.24 Thus we not only have a comparatively small number of texts 
being reused in different ways across the medieval period but we also have a debate 
that continues into the modern era about the nature of women, with women taking part 
on both sides of the debate.  
Recent work, which builds on feminist scholarship that destabilized the category 
‘woman’ and explored the discursive construction of gender, challenges the conclusions 
drawn in earlier studies. For example, Jacqueline Murray cautions that we need ‘to 
question the hegemony of this ecclesiastical discourse of misogyny’ and look for the 
diversity of opinion that existed within ‘the Church’ (2); this is a key argument in Fiona 
J. Griffiths’ article on the reform movement of the central Middle Ages, which examines 
a religious rhetoric in praise of women (7). One of the examples Murray discusses is the 
work of the abbess Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179), which is also the subject of an 
article by Joan Cadden (21). Elisheva Baumgarten has tried to problematize the view 
that medieval Jewish texts were misogynistic and dualistic in her research on 
motherhood (28). These essays illustrate, as did the earlier one by Vern Bullough (20), 
that it was not just clerical ideas that influenced the writings about medieval women 
but also the medical and scientific assumptions of the ancient world. 
 
Bodies that Matter and Gendering the Life Course 
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Key concepts: one-sex body; body as situation; life cycle; life course; social adulthood. 
 
Another recent trend is that which sought to challenge the relationship between sex and 
gender by arguing that sex was also culturally constructed.25 For Thomas Laquer, for 
example, before the eighteenth century male and female bodies were seen as varying 
points along a male-female continuum that differed only in degree, rather than as binary 
opposites: the ‘one-sex body’. That is, ‘there existed many genders, but only one 
adaptable sex’.26 Although his key focus was not the Middle Ages, Laquer’s main 
evidence for his pre-modern claims rests on the idea of women as inverted men in book 
14 of Galen’s On the Use of Parts.27 Bullough also argued that Galen’s views of women as 
men turned inside out was common in medieval thought (20). However, more recent 
work has challenged this view. Katherine Park, for example, has argued that this was ‘a 
specific idea contained in a couple of paragraphs of a single book of a single work of 
Galen’, written in Greek in the late second century, and that this section of his work had 
a very spotty transmission history until the early sixteenth century.28 More common in 
the medieval period, then, was the idea of two sexes. 
In medieval scientific thought, heat was seen as the most fundamental physical 
difference between the sexes (cf. 21). The superior male was warm and dry, whereas 
the female was cold and wet. This lack of heat was immediately apparent – it meant the 
female’s reproductive organs were internal rather than external. It also meant females 
were thought to undergo puberty at an earlier age than males, hence the differences in 
the ages at which they could marry under canon law (twelve for girls, fourteen for 
boys). A commentator on the thirteenth-century On the secrets of women explained that 
girls begin to menstruate in their twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth years because ‘at 
this point the heat of childhood begins to fail’ and they need to be purged of excess 
humidity by way of their menstrual periods.29 For Aristotle, their lack of heat meant that 
women, like all inferior things, ‘reach their end more quickly’.30 However, Albertus 
Magnus felt compelled to disagree with Aristotle on this point, commenting that ‘the 
male has a longer life span naturally, but … the female has a longer life span per 
accidens, because she does not work as hard and thus does not consume so much, and 
she is cleansed more by the menstrual flow and is less debilitated by sexual 
intercourse’.31 This medieval debate was commented upon by David Herlihy in 1975 
(31). He linked the change in scientific thought to changes in society and argued that, 
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while women were more likely to die in childhood in the early Middle Ages, their life 
expectancies drew even with and then surpassed those of men by the late Middle Ages. 
This argument inspired further research on sex ratios (including gendered infanticide, 
migration and health), with attention paid to regional differences and the problems of 
different kind of source material.32  
For Monica Green, the history of women’s health needs to not be narrowly 
focused on childbirth but must also attend to gestation, lactation, afflictions of the 
reproductive organs (such as menstrual difficulties), as well as the same general 
diseases and injuries that afflict men (22). She has also been key in demonstrating that 
medieval women’s health was not just a matter for women. Indeed, they were 
increasingly pushed out as healthcare was professionalized.33 For example, it used to be 
thought that Trotula was an eleventh- or twelfth- century physician or midwife in the 
southern Italian town of Salerno who possibly taught at the medical school of the 
university there (e.g. 20). However, there was no historical woman named Trotula 
(although she is named in the ‘Book of Wicked Wives’ discussed in Chaucer’s the Wife of 
Bath’s Prologue (c.1396), which again draws on ‘Theophrastus on Marriage’). There was 
a woman in twelfth-century Salerno called Trota who was a healer and medical writer. 
Trotula is rather the documented name for a group of three texts on women’s medicine 
that came out of twelfth-century southern Italy. One of the three texts, Treatments for 
Women, is attributed even in the earliest manuscripts to the healer Trota, although 
Green argues that Trota probably dictated parts of the work or somehow supervised its 
production, rather than writing it directly. The other two, Book on the conditions of 
women and Women’s cosmetics, are anonymous and were probably written by male 
authors. 34   
For some scholars, it has been important to try to get beyond the discourse of 
medical theory and understand how medieval people understood their bodies. One of 
the ideas that has had some currency is that of ‘the body as situation’, that we all 
experience our body from the inside but we also experience our bodies in the way 
others perceive and treat us.35 Feminist scholarship has paid attention to women’s 
bodily experiences, from menstruation, female circumcision (24), pregnancy and 
childbirth (27), wet-nursing (28, 29), to the menopause (30), and now disability (57).36 
Within such studies, we can identify some historiographical changes. For example, 
Christiane Klapisch-Zuber in her 1985 essay on wet nursing, first published in Italian in 
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1983, argued that for elite Florentine women the hiring of a nurse to suckle her children 
‘liberated her’ from one of two female ‘functions’, the other being procreation, and thus 
‘it at least permitted her to enjoy complete liberty during half her life as a fertile 
woman’ (29). This study remains seminal to our understandings of wet nursing but it is 
also worth noting the very different approach taken in Rebecca Lynn Winer’s article on 
the topic, published in 2008. She discussed wet nursing in the realms of Aragon and the 
kingdom of Majorca in the late thirteenth century and concentrated more on the 
exploitation of the nurses than the ‘liberation’ of the mothers. While Winer did note that 
some free wet nurses could turn ‘the highly disdained work’ into some advantage for 
themselves and their families, many of the nurses she studied were unfree women of 
Muslim origin. Winer argued that the women were perhaps doubly exploited: first as 
sexual chattel of their Christian masters and then, having been made pregnant, as 
nursing mothers for their mistresses’ children while their own children were sent 
away.37  
  In recent years there has been increased attention paid to the concept of the 
female life cycle, and its constituent stages, as a common thread that can be used to 
discuss medieval women.38 Sociologists have criticised ‘life cycle theory’ for its 
assumption of a series of fixed stages, which everyone passes through, preferring 
instead the concept of the ‘life course’.39 However, for Deborah Youngs, the cultural 
expectation in the medieval period was that people would go through life in a predicted 
order, exhibiting the appropriate behaviour for each age.40 The ‘ages of man’ schema, 
which divided life into a number of stages, had been inherited from antiquity and was 
popular in medieval philosophy, science, literature, and art.  For example, Isidore of 
Seville (d. 636) set out six stages in his Latin encyclopedia, Etymologies: infantia 
(infancy, up to age seven; seven was known in Christian culture as the age of reason), 
pueritia (boyhood, up to fourteen), adolescentia (adolescence, up to twenty-eight), 
iuventus (youth, up to fifty), aetus senioris or gravitas (later manhood, up to seventy) 
and senectus (old age, until death). Although the number of stages varied – in the later 
Middle Ages, the number of stages ranged from three to twelve, with some preference 
for seven in English writings and ten in German-speaking areas  – the conceptual terms 
used by Isidore were commonly used to discuss life stages.41 Vincent of Beauvais’ mid 
thirteenth-century encyclopedia, Mirror of Nature, set the end of iuventus at age fifty, the 
age at which women were widely believed to stop menstruating in the Middle Ages. As 
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Shulamith Shahar points out, ‘Needing an obvious biological marker for the end of the 
youthful stage … and finding none in men but only gradual processes, he used the 
marker which affected only women to define the end of the stage for all’.42 However, as 
Mary Dove comments, ‘we need to remind ourselves that “man” in the Ages of Man is 
not normally an inclusive term’.43  
The period commonly known as iuventus, typically spanning from the mid-
twenties to the mid-forties, was usually considered to be the perfect age of man. Indeed, 
in the Christian tradition thirty or thirty-three was usually said to be the perfect age of 
the body, depending whether Christ’s age when he began his ministry or when he was 
crucified was adopted as the ideal. Kim M. Phillips has argued that this view did not 
apply to females and that their ‘perfect age’ was maidenhood (teens to early twenties), 
in late medieval England at least. It was a stage in which the maiden was seen as 
sexually and psychologically mature but she must also hold onto the virginity required 
by her pre-marital state in order to live up to the ideal of perfect womanhood. Phillips 
cites as examples of the ideal the many representations of the Virgin Mary as a 
conventionally desirable young maiden at her death, though she is said to have died at 
age seventy-two or sixty, and of the virgin martyrs, including St Apollonia who was 
depicted as an aging matron until the late medieval period (25).44 
The idea that males and females matured at different ages was a common one, as 
we have already seen with respect to age at puberty. For Stanley Chojnacki, late 
medieval patricians in Venice linked the transition into adulthood for women with 
physiological puberty but for men it was a social puberty, more defined by public roles 
(26), a concept that is sometimes referred to as ‘social adulthood’. However, for both 
sexes it was a gradual transition that was also affected by marital and social status (the 
topics of volumes 3 and 4).  
 
Women and Religion 
 
Key concepts: enclosure; chastity; virginity; beguine; mystic; voices. 
 
We have already encountered the concept of intersectionality. For the medieval period, 
a key aspect of a person’s identity was their religion: Christian, Jew, Muslim. Further, 
although these volumes to some extent separate out the religious experience from the 
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secular, it would be more accurate to see these as intersecting.45 For example, Radegund 
(c. 525-87), a princess of Thuringia, was abducted and forcibly married to the Frankish 
king Clothar I. She lived as one of his wives for about a decade before fleeing the court, 
becoming consecrated as a deacon (a position that did not require virginity nor 
widowhood), and using her extensive wealth to found the Abbey of Ste-Croix in Poitiers. 
By the end of her life, there were around two hundred nuns living in this centre of piety 
and learning. Popular canonisation swiftly followed her death.46 Life stage was a key 
aspect of Radegund’s religiosity, as it was for many medieval women who might find 
their piety constrained by marital demands (see 14, 39). Margery Kempe (c.1373-1438), 
wife of a burgess in King’s Lynn, Norfolk, had to get permission from her husband to 
take a vow of chastity.47 Other women managed to contribute to the life of the parish by 
performing duties in keeping with their household roles such as washing and mending 
altar cloths and vestments (19). In Byzantium, Judith Herrin argues that women looked 
after the household’s icons (13).48 And for Renée Levine Melammed, it was women’s 
activities in the home that enabled the continued observance of Jewish laws and rites 
after Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492 (18). Recent scholarship on women and 
religion, then, has emphasized domestic piety.49 
 For those women who did take religious vows, enclosure was a key feature. As 
both Jane Tibbetts Schulenberg and Alice-Mary Talbot point out, monasteries (and I use 
the term here to denote both male and female houses) were designed not only to keep 
monks and nuns contained within but were also designed to keep others out (5, 6); Julia 
H. Smith comments on how men’s houses might forbid female visitors from visiting relic 
shrines (12). Schulenberg emphasizes, though, that more emphasis was put on ‘the ideal 
of strict, unbroken claustration’ for women because their chastity needed particular 
protection. Jo Ann McNamara agreed that chastity (being sexually inactive for moral 
reasons) was a defining feature for religious women, in a way that it was not for men 
(4); the emphasis on virginity is another area where the divide between religious and 
secular women breaks down (see 25).50 McNamara added that male fear of female 
autonomy was one of the factors that drew religious men back to the cura monialium 
(cf. 7).  
Enclosure was also about renouncing money and property as well as sex and 
family. In the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries there were new movements 
that sprang up, based around imitatio Christi (voluntary poverty, religious devotion, 
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care of the poor and sick). Claire of Assisi (1194-1253) was one of the first followers of 
Francis of Assisi and she was involved in founding the Order of Poor Ladies (later 
known as the Poor Clares), a monastic religious order for women in the Franciscan 
tradition.51 However, other women found a way of following these models while 
remaining in the world.  
One well-known example was Marie d’Oignies (1176-1213), whose life was 
written by her confessor, Jacques de Vitry. Like Margery Kempe, Marie persuaded her 
husband to also take a vow of chastity and together they dedicated their lives to 
charitable work with the lepers of Williambroux. Jacques de Vitry recorded her ascetic 
practices, which took the form of extreme fasting and mortifying her flesh in acts of 
penance. He also recorded her many visions from God, in which He appeared in various 
forms, such as a baby for her to look after or an adult male whom she married and with 
whom she shared a bed.52  Catherine of Siena (1347-1380) refused to marry but did not 
take up the veil. She lived according to the ideals of the Dominicans while remaining in 
the world (a tertiary). Catherine was known for her acts of charity (such as giving away 
her family’s clothing and food without permission or looking after the sick), extreme 
fasting, and visions, including a mystical marriage to Jesus, which she described in her 
letters.53 Such charitable acts, asceticism, and visions are key features of medieval 
mysticism, which is particularly associated with women in both the Christian and 
Islamic faiths (10, 11).  
For Caroline Walker Bynum, a key element in these women’s lives, which 
associates them with other religious women from thirteenth to fifteenth century 
Europe, was their renunciation of food (10).54 Bynum argued that extreme fasting was a 
more common feature in the lives of female saints, in part because this was one 
resource they had control over and in part because of the cultural connections made 
between women and the body (discussed above). Ida of Louvain (d. c.1300) was 
similarly said to subsist for various periods of time on nothing but the Eucharist, the 
body of Christ. According to Ida’s vita, although she later became a Cistercian nun at the 
monastery of Roosendaal, some of her religious life was spent living at home with her 
father (who was not supportive of her vocation), and she spent time with beguines in a 
nearby Dominican church.55 Beguines were women who did not take formal religious 
vows but lived lives of active and contemplative piety (discussed in 57). They 
sometimes lived in semi-monastic communities of varying sizes but they also 
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sometimes lived alone. They defy easy labelling, then and now. Jacques de Vitry’s 
account of Marie of Oignies helped gain papal approval for the beguines but Marie 
should not be seen as a ‘typical’ example, nor should we conflate the categories of 
beguine and mystic.56 Julian of Norwich (c.1342-1416) was a mystic and anchorite; we 
do not know much about her life before she moved to a cell built onto the wall of the 
Church of St Julian in Norwich but we know that she had a series of sixteen visions 
about Jesus Christ as she wrote about them in the Revelations of Divine Love.57 As these 
examples illustrate, women’s religious lives defy easy categorization as lay or religious, 
or as virgin, chaste wife, beguine, mystic, anchorite or nun.58 
A key debate in discussions of religious women has been whether we can 
recover authentic women’s voices from the surviving sources. As discussed, Catherine 
of Siena and Julian of Norwich could and did write, whereas other women are studied 
only from the Latin vitae written by male supporters. Catherine Mooney emphasizes the 
distortion of the male influence, whether as scribe, translator, or spiritual advisor.59 
June Mecham adopted a different position. In her 2003 article Mecham argued that we 
can access individual spiritual concerns, for example, by looking at women’s 
involvement in book production and, in particular, the variations in content and 
arrangement in three prayer books from the former Cistercian convent of Wienhausen 
in Lower Saxony (9). This was also an attempt to discuss ‘ordinary’ nuns rather than the 
‘exceptional’ saints and mystics.  As Peter Biller pointed out in 1990, ‘the exceptionally 
religious, the nuns, Beguines, and anchoresses’, are a tiny fraction of all women but they 
are the religious women who are usually in view (15).  
Biller’s essay, ‘The Common Woman’, was an attempt to discuss what evidence 
the historian might use to access the religious views of ‘the millions of others who are 
not in view’ (15). One of his suggestions was miracle stories, a source which Sharon 
Farmer used to discuss poor Parisian women, including the support that they received 
from charitable institutions (57). Another source Biller suggested was inquisition trials, 
which he argued reveal much about orthodox Christian belief and practice. This was 
also Melammed’s approach to the records of the Spanish Inquisition, although her focus 
was on Jewish beliefs, practices and attitudes; crypto-Jew is the term historians use for 
someone who secretly continued to maintain some Jewish practices while publicly 
adhering to another faith (18). It is also the ‘ordinary’ lay woman, albeit from different 
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places in different periods, that Smith, Herrin and Katherine French are trying to access 
in their essays (12, 13, 19).  
Others have used inquisition records to look at the involvement of women in 
groups labeled by the Church as heretical. While some early studies of women’s 
involvement with heretical groups echoed the orthodox sources in their claims that 
women were particularly attracted to such groups, other scholarship has disputed this.  
In 1979 Richard Abels and Ellen Harrison analysed more than six thousand depositions 
as recorded primarily in a mid-thirteenth century inquisitorial register from southern 
France and found not only that women were less likely to be in the spiritual elite, the 
‘perfects’, of the Cathar sect (45% to 55%), but that those who were found there were 
much less active and visible than their male counterparts (1 in 5 mentions).60 For Biller, 
this is less surprising if one rejects the contemporary misogynistic explanations that 
women were more credulous and so susceptible to heresy, and instead factor in the 
Cathar abhorrence for the female flesh (15).61 Shannon McSheffrey performed a similar 
analysis for the late medieval English heresy of Lollardy when she questioned earlier 
studies that had argued that women’s role in Lollardy exceeded that attained by women 
in orthodoxy (16). She found that Lollardy reproduced mainstream gender hierarchies 
and women were most likely to join as wives of other Lollards.62  
 
Women, Power and Agency 
 
Key concepts: rulership; regents; consorts; public/private; power; agency; negotiation; 
resistance. 
 
Early studies on medieval women and power focused on queens, empresses, and 
important noblewomen and these are still lively areas of research, clearly influenced 
both by new approaches in gender history and by scholarship on how power operated 
in pre-modern societies.  
Marion Facinger’s article of 1968 lamented that while a few queens had received 
biographical treatment, there had been no ‘attempt to analyze queenship as an office’ 
(44). If we jump forward to 2007, Theresa Earenfight comments that, ‘there are many 
studies about individual queens but few about the institution of queenship’.63 To some 
extent this is due to the strong links between queenship research and feminist and 
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gender scholarship. Queens have been studied, for example, in terms of marriage, 
motherhood, sexuality, and ritual (see 46).64 For Earenfight, more work is needed on 
queens as a key component of medieval rulership in general; she comments on the 
gendered use of language that leads us to refer to a ‘female monarch’ but to a king 
rather than a ‘male monarch’.65 There has also been a recent trend in studies on 
aristocratic women to discuss ‘lordly women’ as a way of connoting that women could 
exercise power as lords, a term often assumed to be gendered male (see 48).66 
Rulership, as well as being a non-gendered term, lends itself to include other forms of 
power. For example, in Byzantium the ruling figure was an emperor or empress (see 
45).67 The scholarship on female rulers has also tended to cohere around regional 
divisions as different areas had different rules about how power was gained. Some 
women inherited it, although they were in the minority even in places which allowed 
this;68 Empires did not and nor did France after 1316 when the so-called Salic Law, 
which prohibited female inheritance, was invoked. Other women ruled as regents (on 
behalf of an underage son or grandson), or as consorts (wife of the ruler).69 Recent 
scholarship tends to emphasize the partnership between king and queen as a key 
element of medieval rulership and to see the conjugal family as the key to women’s 
power.70 
One of the significant features of early studies on women and power was the 
recognition that a division between the public and the private was not particularly 
useful. As Janet Nelson pointed out, the organisation of the royal household often fell to 
the queen and was a key political function (43).71 This has implications for our 
understanding of what constitutes ‘political power’. In pre-modern societies, political 
institutions themselves might be rudimentary and power might lie in the 
communications, often ritualized, between various groups. The role of intercessor, for 
example, has been emphasized as a key one for queens,72 but once we accept power was 
more diffuse then other women could also participate in the political process.  
In 1988 Mary Erler and Maryanne Kowaleski published a collection of essays on 
Women and Power in the Middle Ages. Their intention was to offer a broader definition 
of power than that which equated it with public authority (‘the ability to act effectively, 
to influence people or decisions, and to achieve goals’). 73 Essays examined the influence 
of women of various social groups, from the economic power of English peasant women 
to the cultural power of the wives of Venetian patriarchs. When they revisited the 
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themes in their 2003 collection, Gendering the Master Narrative, they suggested that this 
use of the term ‘power’ was now more commonly referred to as ‘agency’, although this 
might be swinging back.74 Whether we call it power or agency, what the project was - in 
1988, in 2003 and in 2016 – was an attempt to bring into view women who did not hold 
public power and to look at how non-elite women might act in ways that affected 
themselves and others.75  
One key source for studying both elite (49, 50) and non-elite women’s exercise of 
power has been the records of various law courts. For example, Carol Lansing uses 
court records from thirteenth-century Bologna to argue that the fewer economic 
resources women had, the more aggressively they had to defend their interests, inside 
and outside of court (42). Dana Wessell Lightfoot uses civil court cases and notarial 
records from fifteenth-century Valencia to argue that women who worked as servants 
prior to marrying had more agency in contracting their marriages than elite women 
(34); P.J.P. Goldberg made a similar argument for late medieval York (55).76 Lightfoot 
uses the anthropologist Sherry Ortner’s concept of ‘agency of intentions’ to show how 
women negotiated patriarchal structures; she sees this as distinct from an 
understanding of agency which required agents to resist dominant structures. Lightfoot 
and Marie A. Kelleher discuss cases in which wives sue their husbands for financial 
support or return of their dowries. Kelleher has examples of cases in which women did 
this in order to protect the marital property from creditors, which leads her to argue 
that women were ‘active participants in the construction and refinement of … gendered 
legal discourse’ (36). Sara Butler uses legal records from late medieval England to 
highlight cases of wives who refused to stay in unsatisfactory marriages (37). While 
Yossef Rapoport does not have any legal records for late fifteenth-century Cairo, he 
makes use of a collection of biographies of women that was compiled at the time in 
order to assess women’s role in divorce and finds that they ‘stand out for their 
proactive and independent agency’ (38). It should also be noted that there have been 
studies that seek to emphasize the constraints placed on women’s lives (e.g. 39, 56). 
 
Continuity or Change? 
 
Key concepts: golden age; change for the better, change for the worse, change without 
transformation; patriarchal equilibrium; periodization.  
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As Judith M. Bennett argued in 1992 (61), the popular perception of the Middle Ages is 
of a backwards and brutal era and thus a terrible time for women, with steady progress 
in women’s status ever since. However, she also noted that the dominant professional 
interpretation was more of a U-shaped or J-shaped model, with women’s status 
declining between the Middle Ages and the present before recovering (as in the U-
shaped model) or exceeding the medieval position (as in the J-shaped model).  This is 
the argument of the Middle Ages harbouring a ‘golden age’ for women, when men and 
women were in many respects equal.   
 ‘The Middle Ages’ is of course a capacious term. It is often divided into three 
periods:  the early middle ages (c.500-1000), the central middle ages (c.1000-1300), 
and the late middle ages (c.1300-1500). One dominant paradigm in the study of women 
in the medieval West is that there were opportunities for women in the early period, 
which declined in the central middle ages. For example, in 1962 David Herlihy argued 
that in the early Middle Ages aristocratic women benefited from a family system that 
valued kinship over lineage and a legal system that offered women considerable rights 
of inheritance, and that their importance was ‘particularly pronounced after 950 … 
reaching a sort of apex in the eleventh century’.77 In 1968 Marion Facinger (44) argued 
that early Capetian queens, with Adelaide of Maurienne (queen consort 1115-37) being 
the high point, enjoyed powers that later queens, including Eleanor of Aquitaine (queen 
consort 1137-52), lacked. These suggestions of a change for the worse in the twelfth 
century were given wider purchase with an important article by Jo Ann McNamara and 
Suzanne Wemple, first published in 1973. Like Herlihy, they argued that in the early 
middle ages aristocratic women encountered few structural barriers to the acquisition 
of power, with the exception of the priesthood. However, this was to change by the 
twelfth century; their thoughts on the evolution of a dowry system were subsequently 
strengthened by Diane Owen Hughes’ article on the topic (32), which argued that a shift 
from ‘morgengabe’ (a marriage gift which the wife controlled) to a dowry (which the 
husband managed) entailed a loss in women’s control over property (cf. 36).78 While 
Georges Duby did not initially pay attention to the effect on women, his thesis - that 
there was a transformation of the aristocratic family in the late eleventh and twelfth 
centuries as primogeniture replaced partibility as the favoured form of inheritance, in 
order to consolidate wealth and power in the patrilineage79 - cast a long shadow over 
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studies on aristocratic women in the central Middle Ages, particularly in France, which 
the 1999 collection of essays edited by Theodore Evergates sought to rebut (see 47).80 
McNamara herself revisited the argument in 2003 and, while conceding that it was 
unlikely that there was such an abrupt change in family development, she still 
maintained that ‘women were disadvantaged by the development of more centralized 
states, a more hierarchical church, and an urban society based on the money 
economy’.81 
As the McNamara quotation hints at, similar paradigms of ‘change for the worse’ 
have operated in different areas of the study of medieval women, such as that focused 
on women and the religious life. The traditional view was that while religion was a 
source for authority for some women in the early Middle Ages - such as the abbess Hilda 
of Whitby (c.614-80), who presided over monks as well as nuns - women’s 
contributions were marginalized in the newer movements of the central Middle Ages. 
However, much recent work has challenged this trajectory. For example, was there a 
decline in the numbers of cloistered women in the central Middle Ages (as argued in 5) 
or is it just that earlier editors had published more documents about men’s houses?82 
Recent archival scholarship has found a growth of women’s abbeys in Europe in this 
period and that these houses were not always poorer than male ones (8).83 Similarly, we 
should not assume that all clerics were influenced by a misogynistic tradition that nuns’ 
prayers were less efficacious than those of monks; Fiona J. Griffiths argues that some 
priests sought out the care of nuns’ souls in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries 
because they valued their prayers more highly (7).84  
One relatively early voice of dissent was that of Pauline Stafford who, in 1993 (59), 
discussed and countered scholarship from the late eighteenth century onwards that saw 
the early middle Ages, particularly Anglo-Saxon England, as a ‘golden age’ for women. 
As she points out, such golden ages are often constructed in order to castigate a 
previous or subsequent era, whether it be the Roman world, post Norman Conquest 
England or late nineteenth-century America. This, therefore, is a problem not only 
confined to the Middle Ages. Olwen Hufton complained in 1983 that the task of finding a 
‘bon vieux temps when women enjoyed a harmonious, if hard-working domestic role 
and social responsibility before they were downgraded into social parasite or factory 
fodder under the corrupting hand of capitalism’, had been foisted onto early modern 
historians by feminist scholarship on the nineteenth century.85 For Amanda Vickery, the 
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‘compelling vision of a pre-capitalist utopia, a golden age for women’, constructed by 
socialist writers and the first generation of female professionals in the nineteenth 
century, was accompanied by ‘a social, cultural and economic transformation so 
abstract that it could be applied to almost any region or historical period’.86 She cites 
classic works by scholars such as Alice Clark and Ivy Pinchbeck. Of more relevance for 
us is the medieval scholar and peer of Clark’s, Eileen Power (mentioned earlier). Power 
was working on a book on medieval women in the immediate aftermath of the First 
World War and some of her work on this topic was posthumously edited by her 
husband, M.M. Postan.87 Power argued that the position of women in medieval society 
was: 
one of rough and ready equality. For in daily life man could not do without 
woman; he relied on her for the comfort of his home, and much more than at 
many other periods in history he relied on her to look after his affairs in his 
absence from home.88  
As Maxine Berg comments, Power’s ‘evidence was weakest here, and she was looking 
through tinted glasses in thinking that the social status of women within their 
households would reflect recognition for their equal contribution in the workplace’.89 
But this is a view that persisted for some time.90 
Jeremy Goldberg has recently argued that the ‘golden age’ concept is a 
construction imposed from without in order to discredit an opposing approach. He 
attributes the linking of his and Caroline Barron’s work with a ‘golden age’ thesis to 
Bennett’s 1992 essay (61), which was then picked up by Sandy Bardsley (52) and 
others.91 Barron had used the term in inverted commas in her title but not in the essay 
itself.92 Goldberg’s argument in brief (as made in 1986) was that after the Black Death 
women were drawn into towns to meet the needs of a labour-starved economy, perhaps 
predominantly to work in service. He argued that it was perhaps in the early fifteenth 
century that women saw most opportunities, in northern England at least, as in the 
early stages of economic recession female workers (traditionally paid less than male 
workers) might be more in demand.93 However, by the late fifteenth century – as the 
recession deepened – male workers sought to protect their own positions by forcing 
women into marginal and exclusively female trades (see 55).94 His stance on women’s 
work in late medieval England is not radically different from Bennett’s, then, although 
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he and Barron did place more emphasis on the temporary ‘change for the better’ in 
women’s opportunities after the Black Death. 
In response to narratives of an improvement or decline in women’s status, Judith 
Bennett has offered the concept of ‘change without transformation or a ‘patriarchal 
equilibrium’. That is, women’s experiences might have changed but their status was not 
transformed. For Bennett, ‘changes which undermined the force of patriarchy in one 
sector could be countered by responses in other sectors’ so that male authority over 
women was maintained.95 The case study she has offered is that of brewsters (female 
brewers) in late medieval England. Women controlled a trade, brewing, which was 
suddenly becoming very profitable. The response was to denigrate brewsters in poems, 
plays and other cultural media, civic regulations were passed to prevent single 
brewsters taking work away from married men, and husbands started to assert their 
authority over wives in new ways. These changes in ideology, law, politics and family 
countered the economic change that might have advantaged women.96 Bennett’s 
arguments about continuity have been seen by some as a radical challenge to the 
business of history to discuss change over time.97  
Joan Kelly in a ground-breaking essay, first published in 1977, asked ‘Did women 
have a renaissance?’. Kelly did not challenge the importance of the Renaissance as a 
historical period as such, but rather asked if it had any real effect on women.98 For 
Bennett, this is ‘an inverted synchronization’, rather than a rejection of periodization.99 
While many do not now agree with the detail of Kelly’s argument, the question format 
itself has proved enduring.100 Witness Phyllis Culham’s 1997 essay ‘Did Roman Women 
have an Empire?’ and Julia Smith’s ‘Did Women have a Transformation of the Roman 
World?’ (58), published in 2000.101 For Smith, the key point is not what effect the 
transition from antiquity to the middle ages had on women, but on how attention to 
women and gender can enhance understanding of the transition from antiquity to the 
middle ages. She argues that women and men should not be studied separately as 
changes that affected women (regarding gender ideologies, marriage, property law, 
domestic space) all affected men too. Susan Mosher Stuard’s seminal article of 1995 
argues that an emphasis on women might change historians’ views of past events, such 
as the apparent demise of slavery in the medieval West (60). While Jean-Pierre Devroey, 
with a particular focus on the ninth-century Frankish region, has since challenged some 
of Stuard’s conclusions, he did still keep the question of gender difference in view (51). 
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The essays that make up this collection, then, give an indication of how much 
work has been done on women in the medieval world, how this work has reshaped our 
views of the medieval period as a whole, and the vitality of the field in which critical 
concepts are used to posit theories and to challenge them.  
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